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Abstract. The description of model and methods of management by access to information resources by distance learning are offered. In work the model which is based on the organization of information resources by a principle the column of conditions is described. The basic criteria of management are determined by information resources: localization of a source site, days of logins for users which working with information resource, duration and time of a session for group trained or each user. It is given an example for creation of software structure in distance learning systems.
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Introduction

The using of modern information technologies is the effective decision in the field of development of software on distance learning [1,2]. In this case, the advantage of the information resources’ using of computer networks on companion other means of training is obvious: a high degree of scope of students, operative information updating, the opportunity of the development of the high quality user interface etc. However, the distance learning puts essentially new requirements not only to learning process’ organization, results in necessity of the new methods creation of study of an learning material, forms of the control and mastering the knowledge, but also causes to access operation of an learning material [3-5].

Description of model

For maintenance of flexibility and universality of distance system on the foreground the task about organization of politics both rules of interaction Web-server and trained is put. One of the variants of such politics is the model of management of information resources on distance learning.

The construction of distance learning system should be based on such organizational principles [6-9]:
- individual choice of means of training;
- student’s differential access to methodical materials;
- constant contact between the teacher and a student;
- testing of knowledge trained in a real mode of time;
- extended access to information resources of learning system.

The distance learning system can consist of registration blocks, interactive training and testing. The registration block is intended for registration of a student, formation and filling of the user’s actions in an electronic magazine (file protocol). The block of interactive training realizes the training process by means of acquaintance of an user with an learning rate and carries out an operative control of knowledge. The block of final testing carries out the function of student’s testing for quality check of a material and observation of not acquired elements of knowledge.
The learning rate can be submitted as directed graph, in which the elements of distance learning system are served units, and edges are transitions between them. A student can get on an other unit with the help of edges from any unit. The system defines correct transition on the basis of a student's and current condition of an learning process. First of all, the protocol of work and student’s model is use when accepting the decision about correctness of the transition. The choice of concrete transition (direction of the further development of learning process) is carried out on the basis of the rules connected to each of these edges. In this case, there can be a necessity of modification in rules of transitions with the help of means of visual designing without the necessity of input of the text’ rules manually.

The information in units of the graph representing an learning rate, is broken into small semantic parts - structure, which can be informative and interactive. The information structures consist only of the objects of display of the textual and graphic information, reproduction audio- and video fragments, buttons of management of a course of learning process. The interactive structures, except the listed objects, can also contain elements realizing various kinds of the test tasks for organization of a feedback with a student, operative control of mastering of knowledge, getting the necessary skills.

An electronic magazine (file protocol) should represent a database of the actions of the user. It is possible to find out intensity of employment of the user on the basis of the analysis of the protocol, and if it is necessary, to correct student’s model. The model of the training should contain the answers to correct and erroneous questions, time and duration of the test interrogations.

The high-grade functioning of distance learning systems is impossible without using of mechanisms of the control access to information resources and data protection. The using of these mechanisms basically is connected with management of the data flows in computer networks. The control of access to information resources of distance learning systems should provide definition of such important characteristics of the connection with Web-server as inquiries localization on a range or one IP address, duration of connection, time and day of the connection expectation. The given requirements are important as for used Web-server, and for the separate processes produced by training system. Thus flexible resource management of distance student’s system is provided.

**Realization of model**

When defining effective decisions of the model’s construction of information resources management on distance learning it is necessary to take into account a number of the factors, most important of which are: the organization of a model, interface of an user, management of flows of the data, an information protection. The large importance has the organizational structure of the model’s training process for the realization of the model. In this case, the description of the model should be connected with the plan of the construction of learning process (fig. 1).

![Figure 1. The circuit of the learning process construction in a section of one rate](image)

A curator or responsible for realization of a cycle must form the subjects of lecture and practical (laboratory) lessons and the test tasks. In some cases it is necessary to show a responsible work realization. It is important to provide an opportunity of an assignment of the several teachers for one group of the students.
The realization of the common circuit of interaction of the basic making elements of a distance process can have complex network structure (fig. 2).

The special attention should also be given to the test interrogations. Thus, the basic components of the test tasks should reflect the following elements:

- opportunity of definition of the casual and strict order of following questions;
- estimation of each question with the instruction (indication) of the minimal and maximal weight characteristics;
- opportunity ranging sums of the test answers estimations with a conclusion of the appropriate results (for example we can take 12 ball estimations);
- opportunity of restriction on the test performance time;
- opportunity of display of the correct answers during performance and after end of the tests;
- presence of the protocol of the answers and results on test questions.

The important place when realizing the model’s of information resources management on distance learning occupies the user interface. Color scale, quantity and combinations of colors, which should be picked up in view of the long work of the users have the special importance. Now, the solving of similar questions is generated in a separate direction representing interest for many researchers in the field of psychology, physiology natural and engineering science.

The construction of systems on management of flows given in the field of remote systems is a new and perspective direction. In our opinion a management of duration and time of a session for the user or students’ group, days of visiting of information resources, localization of a student’s place, regulation of speed of receipt of the data there should be in a basis of these methods. In fig.3 the common circuit of processing of information flows proceeding from the set forth above requirements is resulted, where the common and specific features for various operational systems and tasks of server construction [10-12] are marked.

It is necessary to note, that a number of common and specific parameters exist. They can be better realized on various clones of operational systems: Unix (FreeBSD, Solaris, Sun, Linux) or Windows (Windows NT/XP/2000). At the same time common and specific parameters of the management of flows of the data are applied for the tasks of corporate and international Internet servers construction [13-15].

We can apply the intellectual technologies for the effective realization of the considered model’s information resources management on distance learning. Let's consider these technologies in detail. The process of interaction with the user (fig. 4) is created when functioning Web-server. The result is an opportunity of the qualitative control of the created process.
concerning localization of the executed inquiry on IP to the address, time and days of visiting, duration of interaction with a trained resource.

Such technology of interaction with process on distance control by information resources is intellectual. The similar receptions of interaction with processes are not standard methods because of their absence in the utilities of operational systems.

As the result, the data flows management of information leads to the effective protection of information resources on distance learning.

Program realization of model.

Such software as Distance Learning System and Outpost Firewall Pro were used for the construction of system on distance learning training in a view of management of flows given in computer networks. In this case, it is more expedient to apply division of a program complex on a server and a client part. The client part represents Web-page, inside which there was a code written on Java-applet. Management of browser work is in function of a program code. The server part represents the script written on Java-servlet. The program code of a server part is carried out in operational system Windows XP, and results transmit to the users on a computer network as Web-pages.

There is an opportunity of processes control, which were created at work Web-server (fig.4) when realizing the system Distance Learning System with the help of the program Outpost Firewall Pro. It enables to control the data on localization of IP addresses sources, installation of the diagram of work on time and days of visiting, duration of interaction with a trained resource.

The advantage of using the given software is: cross platform of Java language, support of the advanced means of protection and corporate databases, high-grade support of means multimedia and network opportunities, flexible management of flows of the data.

Conclusions

Thus, in the work:
1. The model of information resources management on distance learning is described.
2. The common approaches to realization of the offered model are offered.
3. The model of interaction learning and distance learning system are described.
4. The study of processes of information flows management in computer networks is executed when functioning distance learning system.
5. The model of information resources management on distance learning is offered.
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